The D.H.60 "Moth" in R.A.A.F.Service.
until 9-3-45
From March 1926 unti]X
9-3-45 some
some 116
116 D.H.60s
D.H.60s of
of various
various marks
marks served
served in the R.A.A.F.
These were delivered in roughly seven distinct batches.
In June 1925 two ''
INNIM. Moths were ordered by the Air Board for evaluation as a
replacement for the Avro 504K then in use as the Ab Initio trainer of R.A.A.F pilots.
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These
40.11b
were
receivedininMarch
March1926
1926atata acost
cost of
of £1330
£1330 (for
(for both) and
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These-wet
were
received
and Rees.
memywice=d
serials A7-1 and A7-2

A further 20 were then ordered from Dehavilland and these were delivered in 1928
at a total cost of £13230
£1;230 and serialled A7-3 to A7-22
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Larkin Aircraft
Aircraft Supply
Supply Company,
Company,based
based at
at Coode
Coode Island,Melbourne
Island,Melbourne manufactured
manufactured under
licence, 32 with the first being delivered in June 1930 and the last three in March
1931 (serials A7-23 to A7-54)
cFi ,(,o G
b‘-1(,06,A single Moth was constructed by the Cockatoo Island Dockyard and Engineering Co.,
4A
based in Sydney Harbour,serial A7-55
Serials A7-56 to A7-60 do not appear to have been allotted.

Eight D.H.60As
D.H.60Ms were delivered on 23-1-30 serialled A7-61 to A7-68 These differed
from the previous Moths in that they were constructed with a weped
wided steel fuselage
as distinct from the all wood construction.
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Six more of the M type were constructed at Maribyrnong,Melbourneby the Munitions Supply
\
A7-69 to
to A7-74.
A7-74. \
XXXII Board
Board during
during the
the first
first half
half of 1936,serials
1936,serials A7-69
Impressments totalled 48 although one of these A7-112 was not used by the R.A.A.F,
As can be seen,the impressed Moths were not a great success with 20 being converted
to components within six months and a further 13 within 12 months.Tiger Moths were
coming into service at an everincreasing rate and with 550 being delivered during
19/1 and
and l'the
HY-theneed
1940
needfor
for the
the Moth
Moth to
to remain
remain in
in service
service dimished
dimished rapidly.
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At least six ex.
ex. R.A.A.F.
R.A.A.F. Moths
Moths are
are still
still in
in existence
existence in
in Australia,t4e.mitiewt
Australia,44o.,44wwt
Jig A7-13
A7-13
later
later
registered
registered
V11-UAU
VH-UAUpresently
presently at
at The
The Science
Science Museum,Ultimo,N.S.W.
Museum,Ultimo,N.S.W.
A7-75 (VH-ULT) at Camden,N.S.W.
A7-78 (VH-ULP) at Airworld,Wangaratta,VIC.
A7-79 (VH-UKV) at Moorabbin Air Museum,VIC.
A7-88 (Vii-UAE)
(vH-UAE) At
At Bunn
Bunn Brothers,Albury,N.S.g.
Brothers,Albury,N.S.W.
A7-92 (VH-UAO) at Sorrento,W.A.

